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Why shouldn’t I use a
home doppler?
If you saw someone
collapsed in the street
would you check their
pulse and walk away?
Or would you call
an ambulance?
The same goes for your baby, if you
notice a change in your baby’s regular
pattern of movement, they could be
unwell. Do not take the presence of a
heartbeat that all is ok.
If your baby is unwell or in distress
the only time something can be
done is when there is a heartbeat.
When there is no heartbeat
it is too late.
If you notice a change in
your babies regular pattern
of movement call your midwife.

Do not use your
home doppler
for reassurance
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EDITOR’S

LETTER

Our Autumn/Winter issue is always a personal
favourite! I’m a big kid at heart, so I’m always very
excited for this time of year and the festive fun it brings.
In this issue we’re delighted to bring you our much
loved, annual Christmas Gift Guide. We’re proud to
feature brands both big and small, as we showcase the must have items for
your 2021 Christmas shopping list.
We encourage you to support the Alder Hey Children’s Hospital Surgical
Neonatal Appeal, a brand new £2.5m Appeal for a state of the art Surgical
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) at Alder Hey, Liverpool. You can find
more details by visiting alderheycharity.org, our website, and next issue!
I’m delighted to share that the Mummy and Me family is growing as we are
excited to announce the upcoming launch of North American title ‘Family
Hive Magazine’. Mummy and Me readers will also be able to view copies of
this new title through our website mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
Have a wonderful festive period whatever your plans may be. I look forward
to bringing you more great issues of your favourite UK parenting publication
in 2022.

Michelle x

MICHELLE THOMPSON,
MAGAZINE FOUNDER & DIRECTOR
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PREGNANCY

Confident Choices for Childbirth
words: Heather Murray

C

onfident
choices play an
important part
in confident parenting.
You are now making
decision that are about
another human being.
The decisions that you
make should be what
is in the interest of you
and your family, not to
please friends, in-laws
or your own parents.

When you’re about to have a baby,
continuing throughout your parenthood,
people around you will be full of advice,
this can often be overwhelming and you
can feel pressured to do things that you
don’t necessarily agree with. Advice from
more experienced parents can sometimes be
helpful, but you must remember to also rely
on your own intuition as a Mum. Afterall,
you know your baby and your unique
circumstances best.
The first thing to consider is the
involvement of your partner in the day-today care of your newborn. Involving them
from the beginning can lighten the load
and create a bond for them and your baby
and often furthering the bond in your own
relationship too.
It is a good idea to discuss their involvement
before the arrival of your baby. This will
influence decisions you make on after-birth
help, how you feed your baby, whether you
will be able to get rest etc. It will make things
easier for you later on, if you discuss things
ahead of time.
Naming your baby is one of the most
important decisions you will make during
pregnancy. It is important to pick a name
that both parents agree with. It often
requires a lot of discussion; How does the
name sound with your surname? Do the
initials spell anything you wouldn’t want?
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Would they be given any nicknames? Is it a
name that they can grow old with?...When
you’ve finally chosen the name(s), although
some couples like to share their decision,
again to avoid other people’s opinions it is
best to keep the name to yourselves until
after the baby is born.
If you are working, another thing to discuss
is how much time you will take off work
for maternity leave or whether you will be
sharing your maternity/paternity leave.
Understand that sometimes due to health
factors, this decision can be taken out
of your hands if you have to start your
maternity leave ahead of plans.
Making confident choices over your birth
planning and birth often come down to
research, afterall it is said that knowledge is
power. Nearer the time, having your hospital
bag prepared will give you the reassurance
and confidence that you are ready to go!
Following the birth, you need to think about
your support network. It is important to
think about this from both your baby’s
needs, and your own! Do you have family or
friends on hand, will you require a Doula?
Nanny? Childminder?...Don’t underestimate
the emotional, physical and mental
changes that occur once you give birth. It
is important that you have a lot of loving
support immediately afterwards. Afterall, it
is called labour for a reason!

BECOMING A MUM:
THEY DIDN’T TELL
ME THAT!

BY CLAIRE D EVANS
A light-hearted autobiographical
look at the experiences one
mum found - from naiveties,
expectations, and realisations,
to the surprises of eventually
becoming a mum. Including
many little things, they forgot to
tell her about...

AVAILABLE NOW
clairedevans.co.uk
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INSPIRED

PRODUCT NEWS AND REVIEWS

The Morphée’s
growing family.

f you’re struggling to relax
and sleep well during
pregnancy, Morphée is an
effective was to fall asleep
easily, and quickly. This nondigital device works without
screen, internet or bluetooth.
Morphée is used by over
200,000 people and has many
5-star reviews.
Simply turn on, choose your
theme. Morphée has 8 relaxation
and sleep techniques to choose
from, and 8 different sessions to
choose from. Featuring relaxing
music, visualisations, nature
sounds, breathing movement
and more. Ideal for those looking
to relax during pregnancy or
towards hypnobirthing.
New in 2021 is ‘My Little
Morphée’. The new product
is aimed at children from 3
years and up. Featuring 192
meditative journeys, relaxing
music and nature sounds.
During the day, this can help
children keep calm. Then
during the evening, they
can use their My
Little Morphée to
settle down for
bedtime.

Miraculous Water Filter
turns Wine into Water!

D
W

orld leading
breastfeeding brand,
Medela, is thrilled to
launch a new, compact and
super-efficient single electric
breast pump, introducing the
Solo. A favourite for mums
globally, the iconic Swing
Flex has been reborn with
a sleek new look, with even
more features to keep single
pumping simple and straight
forward, fitting into mum’s life
as easy as it does her handbag!
The Solo is light, compact
and quieter than the
previous generation, now
also including an integrated
USB rechargeable battery
supporting up to 6 pumping
sessions on full charge.
Featuring a closed system to
prevent milk from entering the
tubing, the new model is easier
than ever for mums to use at
home or when out and about.
Medela Solo Single Electric
Breast Pump intro offer
£111.99 (30% saving. Available
exclusively to John Lewis

rinking water at any
time is vitally important
to your overall health,
especially so when pregnant.
ZeroWater with it’s 5 stage
advanced filtration system,
certified to reduce lead and
chromium, reduces 99.6%
of all total dissolved solids
in your drinking water,
delivering the purest tasting
water within minutes. Metals,
salts, pesticides and organic
compounds are all reduced
with their patented 5 stage
filter.
The 7-cup jug recently featured
on ITV’s ‘How To Spend It
Well At Christmas’ with Phillip
Schofield who remarked “It’s
a Miracle!” when he turned
a glass of red wine into the
purest tasting water. (Yes,
okay, perhaps a waste of wine
- but certainly a great visual of
the product that you can watch
on YouTube for yourself!).
Phillip continued to add “I’m
going to say GET IT...A better
and cheaper, environmentally
friendly option than bottled
water” and Mummy and Me
Magazine couldn’t agree more!
The ZeroWater 12 cup is now
available R.R.P £39.99

zerowater.co.uk

For more details visit

morphee.co
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wlet launches one-of-a-kind
monitor tracking oxygen levels and
heart rate for children aged up to
five years old. Owlet’s new Smart Sock
Plus works for longer offering peace of
mind from birth to pre-school.
The new launch now gives parents peace
of mind beyond infancy, allowing them
to keep an eye on their little ones from
birth up to the age of five. This comes as
72% of Smart Sock owners say they wish
they could continue using the Smart Sock
beyond 18 months as their child grows.
Using the same innovative pulse oximetry
technology, the Smart Sock Plus also
tracks sleep trends, helping parents build
the best routines for their family.
Kurt Workman, Owlet co-founder and CEO,
said: “The desire from parents to continue
tracking your child’s well-being doesn’t stop
at 18 months, and with the Smart Sock
Plus, we’re offering a solution that parents
have long been asking for. Just as parents
want to know about our own sleep quality
and well-being, we want to have the same
data and insights about our children too.
At Owlet, we fundamentally believe
knowledge is power, so the more parents
know about their little one’s well-being,
including sleep trends, the more they’re
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empowered to
provide the best
care possible at
home.”
“Having a 4-year-old with a history of
respiratory illness, the Owlet Smart
Sock Plus is a real game changer when
it comes to parental peace of mind, not
only for a young baby, but as they grow
too.” Mummy and Me Founder, Michelle
Thompson, Mum of six children. Two of
her children are within the new Owlet
Smart Sock Plus (0-5 year) range.
The Smart Sock Plus is currently available
from Owlet’s website and John Lewis for
RRP £329. This includes the Smart Sock
sensor, Base Station and three sizes of
fabric socks to grow with your child up to
25 kg. The Smart Sock Plus can also be
paired with the Owlet Cam (£149) delivering
the most advanced snapshot of your child’s
well-being from birth to pre-school.
Existing Smart Sock 3 customers can
purchase an extension pack for £69
from Owlet, which includes an additional
sock size that works with your existing
Smart Sock 3 sensor. Owlet’s optimised
technology will then continue to provide
accurate readings as your child grows.

owletbabycare.co.uk

D

Smart baby monitor brand Owlet is launching its latest
product innovation, the Smart Sock Plus. Like Owlet’s flagship
product, Smart Sock 3, it monitors what really matters tracking Baby’s heart rate and oxygen level - for the ultimate
peace of mind and insights into their child’s well-being.
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BIRTH & BEYOND

Designed by experts
& delivered every
2–3 months for
ages 0–3yrs
Stage-based play essentials for your
child’s developing brain.

Follow us @lovevery.europe

Sign up for emails at lovevery.co.uk to hear about exciting
product updates, learn from our child development experts, and more.

?

BIRTH & BEYOND

ASK the

Exper t
SPOTLIGHT ON ECZEMA

Joanna Jensen (Founder of Childs Farm and mother of two), along
with Dr. Jennifer Crawley (Consultant Dermatologist for Childs
Farm) address parent concerns over children’s skin.

A

new study by the UK’s leading baby
& child toiletries brand, Childs Farm
reveals that 1 in 2 (53%) of children
have been bullied due to their appearance,
with 2 in 3 kids (63%) being bullied due to
skin complaints such as eczema.
In fact, 64% of mums and dads believe their
little one is already self-conscious about their
appearance, noting that their child becomes
self-conscious at just 5 years old.
Other key findings of the study include:
40% of parents have reconsidered posting a
photo on social media of their child in case it
led to horrible comments
9 in 10 parents (92%) admit they’re worried
that their child’s self-consciousness will hold
them back from fulfilling their potential
35% of parents said the pandemic caused
their child’s skin condition to remain an
issue or worsen due to anxiety (51%), overwashing (52%) and lack of time outdoors
(38%)
The study also uncovered that on average
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parents worry about their children 6 times
a day and the causes of concern range from
worrying if they’re spending enough time
with their children (30%), to their children’s
skin complaints such as eczema (20%), and
whether they’re eating a healthy enough diet
(22%).
Additionally, the research revealed that
mums and dads of those with problem
skin are more concerned their child may
be bullied as a result of their looks (23%),
compared to parents who don’t have a child
with a skin complaint (9%).
And these worries are starting to have an
impact on enjoying everyday moments. 24%
of parents said their favourite moment with
their child was bathing them for the first
time, but 44% said that they worry about
doing daily tasks, such as washing their
child due to skin conditions.
Joanna Jensen, Founder of Childs Farm
comments: ““Being a mother of two I know
all about worrying about your children,
about their achievements at school, about the
friends they make, about everything – it’s all

BIRTH & BEYOND
a natural process. But worrying about their
skin is a preventable concern.

OUTMATCH THE SCRATCH

“I can completely relate to all the parents
who worry about their child’s skin
conditions. My youngest has eczema and
it was my concern for her skin that led me
to develop the Childs Farm range and help
other children become happy in their skinwhether they have dry, sensitive eczemaprone skin.”

Cosi Care launches groundbreaking new
‘safe scratchers’ to help parents ease their
child’s suffering with eczema

Dr Jennifer Crawley, consultant
dermatologist for Childs Farm
“Skin conditions, such as
eczema or dry and sensitive
skin can have a big impact on
both the parent and child, but
it doesn’t have to be a heartbreaking situation. Prevention
is always the best method when it comes
to managing skin sensitivity so ensure
you nourish and hydrate your little ones
skin with natural moisturiser designed for
children’s skin. Pay special attention to the
hands, but also the lips and feet.
Keep on top of skin health though regular
moisturising – easy to remember as
‘moisturise, moisturise, moisturise!’

Whatever stage your
baby is at, Metanium
is here for you. Our
products are specially
formulated to both treat
nappy rash and help
prevent it.

Its estimate that well over 15 million
people in the UK now suffer with the
uncomfortable and debilitating skin
disease, eczema. With 1 in 5 of them
being children, it’s no wonder that
parents are willing to go to any lengths to
ease the pain and discomfort experienced
by those suffering. Cosi Care is a brand
new, first-of-its-kind range of products
designed to ‘outmatch the scratch’ by
arming parents with a smart, intuitive
and affordable solution which can be
cleverly used in harmony with other
products and moisturisers prescribed by
GPs and health care professionals.
Designed by inventor and founder of Cosi
Care, Lauren Bell, who herself suffers
with Eczema, the beautifully tactile and
innovative new ‘medi-tools’ have been
designed to bring a positive effect on both
physical and mental health by offering
instant itch-relief for children (and adults)
suffering from skin problems. Having also
witnessed her younger brother, Rhys,
battle a severe form of the condition, each
product has been designed by scratchers,
for scratchers.
Cosi Care wants kids to be kids, to take
away fear, worry and confusion and to
help parents and children enjoy life to
the fullest. No more dreading summer
holidays or fearing the cold weather.
The first two products to launch in the
sea-themed collection are the Scratch
Star aka ‘Sally the Starfish’ and the
Scratch Attack Roller aka ‘Sydney the
shark’, both RRP of £35 and available at
cosi-care.com

Metanium – here for every change

www.metanium.co.uk
Visit the website for tips, advice and
our latest news
Metanium Nappy Rash Ointment is a medicine.
Always read the label.

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Little English provides traditional outfits
fitting for all occasions, including
everyday wear and special occasions.
While the styles are timeless, the
Top: Little English
Middleton Floral Ruffled design is fashion forward, appealing to
the modern parent.
Peter Pan Blouse.
Bottoms: Little English
Red Corduroy Skinny.
Shoes: Peanuts x Young
Soles, Snoopy Rosie
T-Bar Shoe, Chestnut
Brown Leather - £89.
Model: Zach Photography: Family Hive

Model: Bethany
Photography: Family Hive

Little English products feature classic.
seasonal fabrics custom made to match
the brand’s colour pallet. Pieces are
designed in comfortable, washable
fabrics - like pima cotton and soft
washed corduroys - to ensure that
the dressing process is easy and that
playtime isn’t restricted.

Browse the current collection and
purchase online at littleenglish.com
Model: Selinah
Photography: Family Hive

Little English
Middleton Floral
Charlotte Romper

Top: Little English
Dark Green Ginham
Button Down Shirt
Bottoms: Little English
Khaki Corduroy
Essential Overall

Young Soles is an award winning luxury
children’s footwear brand with a collection
of shoes for both boys and girls
from toddler to junior.
Blending retro-cool with
classic British heritage
styles, Young Soles
shoes are designed
in London and made
in Europe using the
highest quality materials.
Acknowledging trends and giving
them their own twist, whether its borrowing
from childhood memories, music, or a style
movement, their fabulous designs are inspiring.
Browse the collection and purchase online at
youngsoles.london

GIFT GUIDE 2021
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GIFT GUIDE 2021
1. Schleich Farm World

7. Ladybird Baby Touch

2. Bloomsbury Mill Nap

8. Childsfarm Baby Sleep

Advent Calendar. Great
surprises behind 24 doors
including 9 animals and
accessories. R.R.P £24.99.
Available from Amazon.
Mat. Make sure little ones
don’t miss their important
midday nap during the
busy festive period. A great
Christmas Eve present idea
for under 5s, the Nap Mat
is available in four designs.
£29.99 bloomsburymill.com

3. Roald Dahl pyjamas. The
collection, exclusively to
Very, for children aged 3-10,
starts at £15 inspired by
Roald Dahl stories, worlds
and characters. For every
sale, Very make a donation
to reading charity, Coram
Beanstalk. very.co.uk
4. Christmas Wishes for...

Choose 4 festive wishes for
a child to discover under
the tree. A spellbinding
personalised Christmas
book, teaching children the
true meaning of the season
from £24.99
wonderbly.co.uk

5. L.O.L Surprise! 6 Fun

Crackers for the Christmas
dinner table for little fans £6
poundtoy.com

6. Rainbow Dreams Sleep

Bag. Soft cotton jersey, sized
0-6m. Lightweight 1.5tog.
With popper fastenings
and a zip opening, perfect
for easy changing. £29
icklebubba.com

Happy Christmas book
features touch-and-feel
textures throughout the
story. R.R.P. £5.99
penguin.co.uk

Set Cracker. Containing
pillow spray and bedtime
bubbles. Naturally helping
baby sleep at night. R.R.P
£10.
Available from Amazon.
9. Snuggy. The oversized
hoody made from a soft
flannel fleece exterior
and sherpa fleece interior
making it a staple for cosy
comfort when snuggling up
in front of the fire. Available
in five different colours.
Adults (£59.99), children
(£34.99) and even canine
(£22.99). snuggy.shop
10. Roald Dahl Bedding
Collection - 3 sets feature
designs from the Enormous
Crocodile, the BFG and the
Witches. very.co.uk
11. Melissa & Doug advent
calendar. Enjoy each year
as you count down to
Christmas. R.R.P £18.49.
Available from Amazon.
12. PLAYMOBIL Advent
Calendar! Behind every
door is a gift, from figures
and animals to vehicles
and accessories, providing
children and grown ups
with 24-days’ worth of
entertainment during the
lead up to the big day.
The box folds open into a
backdrop to complete the
scene. 6 different advent
calendars to choose from.
From £19.99.
playmobil.co.uk

*Prices correct at time of print.

Imagine Little Ones is a
testament to the enduring
connection between stories,
siblings-parents and hope.
And an excellent gift for
the littlest readers, primary
school children and kid
lovers alike. £7.99
(Ages 3-8)
Story & Truth. Story is a young
man who travels the world
meeting new people and being
welcomed into their homes, Truth
is a wise and elderly lady who carries the weight of the world on his
shoulders. £9.99 ikon-gallery.org

Little People, Big Dreams:
Anne Frank. This moving
book features stylish and
quirky illustrations and extra
facts at the back, including
a biographical timeline with
historical photos.
£9.99 ikon-gallery.org
Coming to England. This
inspirational story is a
powerful reminder that
courage and determination
can overcome adversity.
£6.99 ikon-gallery.org

Young, Gifted and Black.
Meet 52 icons of colour from
the past and present in this
collection of stories about
changemakers to inspire
and empower the next
generation.
£14.99 ikon-gallery.org
Operation Alphabet is an original,
playfully illustrated, and entertaining
book: the ideal way to introduce
young children to the magic of
reading. The Daily Telegraph named
it as one of the '100 Best Children's
Books of All Time'.
£6.99 thamesandhudson.com
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1. Rainbow Dreams Deluxe Changing

hanging toys. Designed by experts with
Mat - features a removable washable baby development in mind. Activities
cover and includes a 60cm measure so grow with your baby. £140
you can keep an eye on baby’s growth lovevery.co.uk
while changing. £29 icklebubba.com
5. Cheeky Chompers Gift Sets 2. Blade & Rose Christmas collection. Perfect 1st Christmas gift, especially
for those tackling teething. New for
Collection includes super toasty
leggings, tops, jumpers, socks, hats and this festive season, personalisation of
any item, making a chomping great
more. From £10 bladeandrose.co.uk
gift! £27.99 cheekychompers.com
3. Tender Leaf Toys Stacking Forest David Attenborough would be proud of 6. Childs Farm Baby’s Essentials
this little wooden tree, complete with Money Box Tin - a beautifully designed
money box tin featuring 4 best selling
some of Mother Nature’s creatures.
Childs Farm products for delicate baby
£35 kidly.co.uk
skin. R.R.P £10 childsfarm.com
4. Lovevery Playmat - award-winning,
Montessori-inspired baby activity gym 7. Merrythought 2021 Christmas
Teddy Bear - Hand-crafted, the
gives baby a whole year of play with
beautiful bear is dressed in a
5 zones, swap-out activity cards and
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satin-lined, berry-red pure cotton
velvet coat. Only 250 available,
£185 presented in a luxury gift box
merrythought.co.uk

8. Bamboo Tableware - designed for

beauty and practicality, these products
are ready to brighten up your every
meal. From £6.50 sassandbelle.co.uk

9. Kaloo My Activity Playbook - soft,
sensory books are sure to spark the
imagination in the littlest of learners.
R.R.P £14.99 ollieanddollie.com

10. Valley Mist Mother & Baby
Skincare Range - 100% natural with
fragrance free options. Specifically
with babies in mind but suitable for all.
From £7.50 valleymist.co.uk
*Prices correct at time of print.
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1. Paw Patrol Megamat - 6 fun foam
tiles playset complete with figurine.
£19.99 poundtoy.com

2. VTech Baby’s Laptop includes 3

modes of play; animals, shapes and
music. Features include 3 sing-along
songs and 20 melodies. 6 Months +.
£22 Available at Argos/Amazon/Very.

3. Childs Farm Tractor Wash Bag

includes sweet orange hair & body
wash and organic raspberry bubble
bath. £10. Available from Boots, Coop, Amazon and Childsfarm.com

4. Into the Wild First Alphabet Cards.
Available at John Lewis / Amazon.
5. Dantoy BIOplastic Kitchen Dinner
Gift Set. Produced in Denmark and
made from 90% sugarcane, these
eco-friendly toys are 100% recyclable.
*Prices correct at time of print.

8. Wheels on the Bus Scoot! There
are 2 ways to play with this Little Tikes
Little Baby Bum Wheels on the Bus
Scoot. Let your little one scoot along or
push the handle and watch them walk!
R.R.P £39.99 from all good toy stores.

£19.99. Available at Smyths

6. Cocomelon Interactive JJ Doll.

Feed JJ using the spoon that resets
the retractable peas when inserted
into the bowl. JJ even comes with
sounds and phrases! Your child will
love cuddling up to their favourite
CoComelon friend! R.R.P. £39.99.
Available from all good toy stores.

7. Vtech Touch & Learn Activity

9. Vtech 4-in-1 Alphabet Train (12-

Desk. This four-in-one desk features
a writing pad, desk, blackboard and
art station. It includes an interactive
desktop, stylus and four double-sided
touch pages filled with engaging
content including letters, numbers,
music, colours and much more. It also
transforms from a desk into an easel
and blackboard! £59.99. Amazon

36m) sit-down play, walker, pull-along
wagon and ride on. Teaches objects,
animals, phonics, letters, colours and
more. RRP £54.99 Available at John
Lewis/Argos/Smyths

10. Cocomelon Learning Clock Puzzle
£5 poundtoy.com
11. Into the Wild Dominoes - Race to
shout BINGO in a hunt to match up all
the Wild Animals. £7.99 available on
Amazon or John Lewis.

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Play &
Pretend
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1. Little Tikes First Washer-Dryer. This interactive toy

washer-dryer is designed so kids can pretend they’re
doing laundry using the real thing for hours of pretend
play fun. Turn the dial to activate the spinning drum
and watch it as it goes through a wash/dry cycle.

3. Sass & Belle Endangered Animals Print Tin Tea Set. Includes
a tray, teapot, small plates, and four cups and saucers. £23
sassandbelle.co.uk

Kids can fill the detergent drawer with the pretend
play bottle, choose between different cycles, fold
clothes on the tabletop, & sort laundry in the baskets
or underneath the tabletop. This washer-dryer is
packed with realistic sounds: dial turning, spinning
drum sounds, beeps, cycle changing, & more! £49.99
littletikes.co.uk and all good toy stores.

4. Little Tikes Rescue Tales Babies. Kids learn what it is like to

2. Little Tikes First Fridge. This sleek, modern pretend

Office: weighing scales, post box, stamper, stationery, money and
more! R.R.P £12 Available at Very, Amazon & all good toy stores.

play fridge is packed with interactive features: a
working 'ice' dispenser, dual French doors, a separate
freezer drawer, and working fridge lights.

The dual French doors feature an interior light that
turns on/off when opened/closed. Kids can decorate
the fridge doors and make it their own using the clips
to post grocery lists or display photos & art. Separate
pull out freezer beeps when it has been open too long!
£49.99 littletikes.co.uk and all good toy stores.

16 |
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adopt their own pet. £9.97 from Amazon.

5. Selfie Craft Co Colour in Cape. These fab capes are great for

dress-up or pretend play. A whole day’s activity, if you include the
colouring-in part! £25 kidly.co.uk

6. Casadon Post Office. Includes everything for running a Post
7. Sylvanian Families

Red Roof Cosy Cottage Starter Home. This
delightful home will start your journey into the wonderful world of
Sylvania. Includes house, chocolate rabbit girl and the furniture for
beginners. £26.99 sylvanianfamilies.co.uk

8. VTech Glitter Me Kitty (4 years+) Super cute cuddly. Colour

changing fur stripes teach different emotions as you interact.
Children can get a magical sparkly stamp on their hand or feed Kitty
with the bottle included. RRP £38.99. Available at Smyths.
*Prices correct at time of print.
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1. Learning Resources 1-2-3 Build It! Robot Factory. Kids build
their own robot creations, which help them strengthen critical
thinking and fine motor skills. From £24 learningresources.co.uk
2. Kid’s Concept Scale Bistro wooden weighing scale a great
finishing touch to any toy grocery store, vegetable shop or busy
kitchen. Also a fun learning toy. £26 kidly.co.uk
3. Orchard Toys Wiggly Words. A brainteasing word game for the
whole family that makes spelling fun! R.R.P £8.50 orchardtoys.com
4. Mathlink Cubes - Numberblocks 1-10 activity set. These special
edition MathLink Cubes bring early maths learning to life. R.R.P £25
learningresources.co.uk
5. The Amazing Clock Kit by The Happy Puzzle Company. This

brilliant discovery kit is designed to give children an understanding
of how a clock actually works. R.R.P £14.99 happypuzzle.co.uk

6. LeapStart (2-7 years). The LeapStart works with a library of
replayable activity books (sold separately) that cover 4 learning
levels. Each learning level teaches and supports 50+ core and life
skills that complement the UK national curriculum, complete with
stylus. RRP: £41.99. Available at Argos/John Lewis.
7. Magna-tiles. These magnetic tiles teach spatial relationships,
math, logic, and problem-solving through creative building! R.R.P
£34.99. Available from Amazon and all good toy stores.
*Prices correct at time of print.

The Toniebox is an audio system for kids that
plays stories, songs and more. It’s soft, snuggable
and portable, so you can take the storytime, song
and musical fun with you wherever you go.
The Toniebox comes to life when paired with
our whimsical collection of Tonies: hand-painted
characters with hours of stories to tell, worlds to
explore, and songs to sing along with
Toniebox is so easy to use, even the littlest of
hands can use it. Kids can tap the side to change
chapters, or tilt to fast forward or rewind. With
Toniebox, the kids are in the driving seat. Just
place a different Tonie on the box to begin a new
adventure!
Take your little one on an audio adventure with
their favourite characters. From Peppa Pig, Peter
Rabbit, Aladdin and Lion King, there’s so many to
choose from!
Toniebox £69.95. Characters from £11.99

Tonies.com

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Vtech KidiCom Advance 3.0
(4 – 11 years)

The new KidiCom Advance 3.0 is a sleek flat screen
device just like mum and dad’s smartphones.
Using Wi-Fi, children can message family and
friends, take photos with the integrated macros
lens, record short video messages, enjoy music
and more. Featuring built-in games, a 3D effect
lock screen, fun filters and safe internet browser.
Includes enhanced screen time controls.
RRP £125.99. Available from Smyths.

Vtech Genio My 1st Laptop, a safe, educational laptop

suitable for children from 5 years.

Artie Max™ - The Coding Drawing Robot
from Learning Resources®

Based on the award-winning Artie
3000™ coding robot, new Artie
Max™ brings even more colour,
personality, and creative
coding possibilities
to the drawing table.
Helping children aged
8+ learn five coding
languages through fun,
creative activities, Artie
Max™ comes ready
to code with Blockly,
Snap!, JavaScript, Python,
C++ and its own simple UI
with pre-programmed
codes. It also features
three interchangeable
onboard markers, smart sensors, line detection,
remote control functionality, and a USB rechargeable
battery! What’s more, getting started is easy so kids
can get coding within minutes by connecting their
WI-FI-enabled device securely and directly to Artie
Max™ – there’s no internet needed. £79.70
Available from Amazon / learningresources.co.uk

18 |
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Little ones can safely be introduced to the world of tech and
imitate mum and dad with their very own, Genio My First
Laptop, which boasts a sleek, sharp design, full QWERTY
keyboard, optical mouse and more than 80 activities and games
to play. A desk-top like home screen features a pre-loaded
word processor enabling children to create their own
documents, while the new innovation also includes
templates to create greetings cards, letters
and more, with the option to export and save
documents to a microSD card for printing.
RRP £99.99. Available from Smyths / Amazon / ToyStreet

Fitbit Ace 3 Fitness Tracker.
Available in Black / Red.

18mm PMOLED display - compact and
simplified. Automatically detects your
workout & tracks your stats. Water resistant great for swimming, kayaking and more. Add
a personal touch with the customisable watch
face. Designed for kids - keep their active
lifestyle fun. £69 ao.com

Studio Creator Deluxe - Create videos like a pro!
Enthusiastic YouTubers and TikTok fans will love the Studio
Creator Deluxe, used with your
favourite video editing app,
you have the perfect tools for
designing engaging content that
looks just like one of your online
idols! Complete with extra
large green-screen, adjustable
phone holder to secure your
smartphone and more! R.R.P
£39.99. Available from Smyths.
*Prices correct at time of print.

GIFT GUIDE 2021
Miraculous Fashion Dolls
You can still relive all the adventures of your
favourite heroes from the Miraculous TV show
with this super poseable Ladybug Fashion Doll
now with updated costume. Move her around
to pose and play in many different positions.
R.R.P £14.99. Available at all good toy stores.
Vtech Kidi DJ Mix (6 years+)
The new, fun-filled musical toy set includes 15 builtin tracks in four different styles of music and five
dedicated sound effect buttons, catering for every
musical style! With Bluetooth connectivity, little ones
(and parents!) can even connect their own external
music player to DJ along to in the living room. RRP £52.
Available from Smyths / Argos / Very
Geomag Mechanics Gravity
Loops & Turns - 130 pieces
This fascinating Swiss-made
130 piece set is made from
74% recycled plastic and winner
of numerous awards. Build a
circuit and run the spheres, with
the motion provided by the
invisible forces of Gravity and
Magnetism, without using
electricity or batteries. £34.95
wickeduncle.co.uk

Canal Toys So Bomb Factory
Aroma.
Make up to 10 different bath
bombs for the latest bath
time fun. Get creative mixing
and designing your own
combinations of fragrance and
decorations. R.R.P £19.99.
Available at all good toy stores.
Aquabeads Super Mario
creation cube.
Make all your favourite Super
Mario characters. RRP £29.99.
Available from all good
toy stores and online at
aquabeads.co.uk
Canal Toys AirBrush
Plush Unicorn
Style your own super
cute plushie however
you want. Make your
dreams come true
and bring this magical
creature to life using
the colourful spray
and stencils. £24.99.
Available from Smyths

POWER CORE S80 Electric scooter
(For ages 8+)
Power by name, power by
nature - the Power Core S80
reaches impressive speeds up to
10mph and is the ideal electric scooter for
kids who are feeling the need for speed.
Powered by Razor’s Power Core technology,
the scooters have a thumb-activated
throttle, rear-fender brake, and newly
designed all-steel frame, offering a solid,
powerful ride and comes in bright pink or
neon green, depending on your kid’s style!
The Power Core S80 is £159.99 and available
now at Razor.com/uk andAmazon

Cotton Candy Maker
Makes delicious homemade
candy floss. Kids will love
having their very own candy
floss maker in their home!
Simple to use, watch it work
its magic. Includes a scoop
and 10 candy wands. Who
needs a trip to the fairground.
£38 poundtoy.com
Xootz Kids Inline Skates
Adjustable beginner roller blade
boots, available in pink/blue. Fits
child shoe sizes 13-3: with a
max user weight of 60KG,
suitable for ages 5+
R.R.P £32.99. Available
from Amazon / Very
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Connect 5 in 1 Dolls Pram is highly versatile and can be

easily turned into a pushchair and a carry cot for endless play this
Christmas. With an adjustable handlebar ranging from 46-85cm
in height, this pram can be enjoyed by children ages 4 -7 years to
use as they grow.

A

If you’re looking to add a little something special to this gift,
try the specially designed accessory pack. It includes a rain
cover, bag, parasol and little mattress, allowing children to fully
customise their pram and use their imagination further.
What’s more it is perfectly crafted to provide unrivalled quality,
meaning children can enjoy it for years to come. Connect 5 In
Dolls Pram – Ages 4-8 - £66.99
Dolls Pram Accessory Pack - £32.99 from playlikemum.com

Yoto Kids Audio Player

(Recommended for ages 3-8 years)
Insert content cards from our specially curated library
into the speaker cube for hours of entertainment and
learning. Large dials make it easy to change volume and
skip forward/back, and it's portable with a rechargeable
battery and even supports Bluetooth. Best of all, it’s kidtested for durability and parent-tested for easy setup.
Let your child’s imagination run free with 100+
world-class, content cards from our curated selection
of bestselling audiobooks, music and singalongs,
educational activities, free children’s podcasts, radio
and more. Simple animated pixel graphics also enhance
your child’s creativity, phonics, math and learning
experiences.
Player £79.99. Content Cards from £4.99.

uk.yotoplay.com

Book Recommendations
Harold Snipperpot's
Best Disaster Ever is a
fun, heart-warming story
about a lonely boy named
Harold Snipperpot, and
what happens when his
parents decide to throw
him a birthday party.
Thameshudson.co.uk

20 |

If I had a unicorn follows
on from the bestselling
If I had a dinosaur and If
I had a sleepy sloth, as
seen on CBeebies Bedtime
Stories. Vibrant illustrations,
charming rhyming story - a
perfect bedtime read!
Thameshudson.co.uk
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

Daisy Parkin's book,
The Ice Dragon, is the
perfect stocking filler
and is a warm and
wondrous tale, full
of festive magic and
adventure. Aimed
at 8 to 12 year olds.
Available on Amazon.

The Elf on the Shelf® North Pole
Advent Train is the perfect way to kickoff the countdown to Santa’s arrival
along with your trusty Scout Elf. New
for the season, bigger and better than
ever before, with lots more toys and
amazements to be discovered over the
Advent period.
Available at all good Adoption
Centres across the UK R.R.P. £27.99
elfontheshelf.com

Guess
who’s
back?
Back a
gain!..
.

GIFT GUIDE 2021
1. Contigo Easy Clean water bottle.

Stockin

Boasting Contigo’s unique spill-proof valve and
aurospout button. Available in Mermaid,
Dino, Sharks and Unicorns! £19.99, Amazon.

g Filler

s

Universe, combines collectible characters,
cards and gaming. Available at Tesco.

3. Kikkerland Magnetic Bookmark People.
Perfect for book worms. £3.50 utilitygift.
co.uk

2
1

2. Funko Battle Ball. Based on the Marvel

3

4

5

4. Toby’s Magic Cow Bath Bomb. A Vegan
magic bath bomb, customer inspired. £3.95. Available
from Lush.
5. Rainbow bubble fidget game. £2. Poundtoy.com
6. Kikkerland Mini Karaoke Microphone. Connects to your

mobile. It allows for you to record or sing along while still
using your phone. £10 musicroom.com

7. Cartamundi Shuffle Learn & Play Fundels!
Shuffle Play & Learn range teaches key skills in a fun way!
The range is Teacher Approved and in line with the National
Curriculum. £13 each set. Available at sainsburys.co.uk

6

7

8
9

8. Dobble Marvel Edition. The smash-hit game of speedy
observation meets the heroes and villains of the Marvel Universe!
£14.99 available from Amazon and all good toy stores.
9. Snapsies™ range is packed with brand-new, cute, and

adorable creatures including French Bulldogs, Alicorns, Skunks,
Leopards and Koalas, giving kids more possibilities than ever
to be as creative as possible. Available at Tesco.

11

10

10. Hatching Eggs. Whether you’re hatching a

llama, a dinosaur, or one of your favourite
Disney characters, these eggs are a great
actiivity. Watch in amazement as your
egg grows and hatches in water. £5
poundtoy.com

14

12

13

Yummikeys Yummirings.
Stainless steel (same material
as cutlery) Teething Rings.
Featuring silicone beads.
Suitable from birth. Ideal for
Baby’s 1st Christmas. £23.50
yummikeys.com

Baby Sensory Fold Out
Board a perfect stocking
filler for Baby’s 1st
Christmas. £10.99 from
mylittlelearner.co.uk

15

11. Lush Create Kits. A selection

of do it yourself bath bomb kits
containing all the ingredients
and materials needed to press
your own fresh fizzing character.
Perfect for bringing out the
inner creativity in everyone!
£12.00 each. Available on lush.
com and in Lush shops.

12. Gruffalo Chunky Pencil Set.
18 colouring pencils, plus a pencil
sharpener themed around the magical
world of The Gruffalo. £9.95 ikon-gallery.org

13. Happiness Cards for Kids and Calm Cards for Kids by
Summersdale. Beautifully illustrated cards packed with beautiful
words. Complete with 3D stand. Ideal for bedroom daily inspiration
or lunch box notes. £12.99 a set from summersdale.com
14. Eco-Friendly Mini Builds. Build your own honey bee, ladybird,
stag beetle or dragonfly. Made using 100% sustainable cardboard
and paper. R.R.P £9.99 each buildyourownkids.com
15. Zipstas. With the inside out, go out and about with a
fashionable pack that follows the cool catwalk trend of mini
backpacks. But there’s more! With a twist of the wrist, you can
zip it and flip it...turn the baby size bag inside out and discover an
attractive, colourful cartoon animal. £7.99 available on Amazon

*Prices correct at time of print.
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1.

Sass & Belle Ashley Farmhouse Weekly Chalkboard Planner.
Start every week off on the right foot with this weekly chalkboard
planner. £18 sassandbelle.co.uk

or
Gifts f
Mums &
o- b e
Mums- t

2. Russell & Atwell’s restaurant quality, fresh chilled chocolates
made with delicious, high quality and sustainable ingredients
russellandatwell.com

3. Dinky Artist Customised Chopping Board (your child’s
artwork). These glass chopping boards will brighten up any
kitchen, £30. Lots of other great personalised products available at
dinkyartist.com
4. Beautifect Box an innovative new makeup and skincare

application product that transforms daily routines through applied
design and technology. Using the Colour Rendering Index (CRI)
allows a true reflection in the Beautifect, whatever environment
you are in. R.R.P £279 available at Harrods and beautifect.com

5. Yummikeys feeding necklace. Two shiny stainless steel loops
are held by a cotton cord in a selection of colours. From £23.50
yummikeys.com

6. Kit & Kin Hospital Bag Starter Pack Kit & Kin have got gifts
for new parents covered this Christmas! Boasting the ultimate
combination of products to look after baby’s bottom, as well as
making sure they’re comfy, cosy and looking super cute, this set
includes a month’s supply of eco-friendly baby essentials, including
nappies, wipes and sacks, plus a gorgeous set of 100% organic
cotton babywear, with the brands bestselling adorable bunny hat,
super soft onesie and snuggly unisex blanket. RRP £117
kitandkin.com

22 |
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Don’t
forget
Dad
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1. Daddy Bag by Childhome. The
Daddy Backpack is the perfect bag
for dads who like to keep their hands
free. It is large, functional and looks
great. Featuring different storage
compartments, elastic bands on the
inside, breathable mesh for extra
wearing comfort, foldable changing
mat. £95 next.co.uk

who is interested in discovering the
iconic trilogy for the first time. Fans will
have everything they need to travel
through the pre-Christmas period at
precisely 88 mph. Great Scott! £29.99
playmobil.co.uk

4. Russell & Atwell Letterbox friendly

Triple Pouch Packs. Whether you need
an indulgent moment on the sofa
2. Commando Dad Mission Adventure after you’ve popped the kids to bed, a
decadent time out with a cuppa during
Book. Rally the troops—it’s time
a hectic working day, an alternative to
for adventure! Suitable for children
heavy puds or a gift that will be sure
aged four and up, this fully illustrated
to leave a luxuriant impression, Russell
field guide is packed with dozens of
& Atwell has you covered. Available to
missions for you and your troops to
buy at russellandatwell.com
enjoy, including making a rope swing,
navigating by the stars, building a
5. Kikkerland Balance the Baker. Take
natural lean-to shelter, making indoor
turns to pile up the parties and baking
rain, and learning to tie knots. R.R.P
goods with the Balance the Baker
£9.99 available on Amazon.
stacking game. £20 beaumonde.co.uk
3. PLAYMOBIL Back to the Future
6. Kikkerland Make Your Own Ukulele.
Advent Calendar. With the attention
Bring the sounds of Hawaii straight to
to detail that everyone expects from
your living room, with your very own,
PLAYMOBIL, this advent calendar
hand-made and personally decorated
creates a feeling of nostalgia for every
ukulele. Containing everything you
fan of Back to the Future and anyone
*Prices correct at time of print.

need to build a wooden ukulele,
with easy-to-assemble parts and full
instructions, it’ll have any budding
player strumming away in no time and
creating their own distinctive sound.
Contains everything you need to make
a ukulele Unfinished wood surface
to decorate as you like! £29.99 at
waterstones.com

7. Sass & Belle Reserved for Dad

Cushion. The perfect gift for Dadio! The
stylish cushion is the perfect cushion to
go on dad’s chair so everyone knows
it’s his. Pretty amusing too, as we all
know dad has his very own favourite
chair, or bit on the sofa. Available at
sassandbelle.co.uk or on Amazon.
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Sarah Harding and the
Reality of Breast Cancer Care
during Covid
Girls Aloud singer Sarah Harding has died at age 39 from Breast
Cancer. First Diagnosed with the condition in December 2019, like many
other sufferers of breast cancer, she struggled to receive proper medical
assistance as the nation was brought to a grinding halt during the Spring
of 2020. Need2Know Books is giving free digital access to The Essential
Guide to Breast Cancer, and a paperback copy of the book is available
with a 30% discount enter N2k30off at checkout.

F

or those with breast cancer, the Covid-19
pandemic has affected just about every aspect
of cancer care, including screening, diagnosis,
treatment, and follow-up care. Only urgent
symptomatic cases have been prioritised for
diagnostic intervention since March 2020.
Since the coronavirus crisis began, those with a
breast cancer diagnosis and those at high risk
for breast cancer have been put in a uniquely
difficult and sometimes frightening position.
This was the experience of Sarah Harding. In her
Autobiography, Hear Me Out, she initially put
off getting medical advice when she first found
lumps under her arm in December 2019.

“One day I woke up realising
that I’d been in denial about
the whole thing.”
She eventually saw a doctor who advised her to
schedule an MRI scan – but then “coronavirus hit
and everything either went into slow motion or
stopped altogether”
She wrote: “I was aware that I needed to get this
health issue sorted, but with everything that was
going on, it was tough.”
She said the pain continued getting worse. “One
day I woke up realising that I’d been in denial
about the whole thing. Yes, there was a lockdown,
yes, there was a pandemic, but it was almost as if
I’d been using that as an excuse not to face up to
the fact that something was very wrong.”

Breast cancer has become a condition that
is survivable but early treatment is vitally
important. In a report by the BMJ in 2020
research has found that delays of up to 8-12
weeks further increases the risk of death for
Breast Cancer sufferers. While visiting your GP
might seem especially daunting right now, if you
suspect you may have breast cancer, it’s vital that
you go and get checked by a medical professional.
The Essential Guide to Breast Cancer starts
with the basics. This guide looks at what breast
cancer is and how it’s diagnosed, right through to
support options, the treatment available and how
to care for your carers. The emotional after-effects
of being a survivor are also covered in detail.

need2knowbooks.co.uk.

The Latched Nursing Sports Bra is loved by
mums worldwide and has won many awards, and
it is no wonder why! With discreet nursing clips
that are unique and trademarked to Latched,
to the untrained eye they look like a decorative
feature but a quick unhook and you can
breastfeed easily, so whether you’re in a class, out
for a buggy run or just getting ready to leave the
house, you will have a functional breastfeeding
sports bra that still looks great.
RRP: £38 | Stockist: Latched.uk

Polarn O. Pyret have released
their iconic stripes in a
beautiful new soft pink, in
support of the Pink Ribbon
Foundation.

24 |

10% of the proceeds of the
whole organic nightwear
collection for babies,
children and women
mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

10% of sales from
their Raspberry
Nursing Sports
Bra to the Breast
Cancer Now
charity.

will be donated to the
UK Pink Ribbon Foundation,
who support projects that
advance research into and
relieve the needs of people
who are suffering from or have
been affected by breast cancer.
  
Limited stock. RRP: from £22

polarnopyret.co.uk
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abywearing is a Dream with the NEW Ergobaby
Omni Dream. Unparalleled softness and a
streamlined design from the carrier that does
it all - the NEW Omni Dream baby carrier joins the
Ergobaby Omni family. Made with 100% SoftTouchTM
Cotton, its brushed fabric keeps wearer and baby cosy
and comfortable.
Perfect for adventures big or small, the Omni Dream’s
customisable fit allows wearers and babies of all shapes
and sizes to explore the world together in total comfort.
Ergonomic for both parent and baby and fully adjustable,
the Omni Dream has padded, crossable shoulder straps
and a lumbar support waistbelt, making hours of
carrying little ones feel effortless! The deep bucket seat
combined with the head and neck support pillow, and
chest tabs, keep baby cuddled close and snug.
Like all carriers in the Omni range, the Omni Dream is
suitable from birth to toddlerhood (7lbs-45lbs / 3.2kg20kg) and offers all four carry positions (front inward
facing, front outward facing, hip carry and back carry),
making it the only carrier parents will ever need.
The full Omni collection is
available in a range of colours and
prints from ergobaby.co.uk, John
Lewis and independent retailers
nationwide: RRP £174.90.
One lucky Mummy and Me
reader has the chance to win
an Ergobaby Omni Dream
baby carrier by visiting our
website and entering online at

mummyandmemagazine
.co.uk

B

ritain’s oldest remaining
teddy bear manufacturer,
Merrythought, is bringing special
Christmas sparkle to 2021 with the
launch of its brand-new Christmas
Teddy Bear.
Hand-crafted in the firm’s Ironbridge
factory from the finest snowy-white
mohair plush, the beautiful bear is
dressed in a satin-lined, berry-red pure
cotton velvet coat with elaborate Winter
Rose embroidered detail.
With a cosy hood and fudge-coloured
faux fur trim to keep out the cold
during the winter nights, the bear’s
adorable outfit is neatly secured with
gold ribbon adorned with matching
faux-fur pompoms.
His left paw is embroidered with a
coordinating flower design, interwoven
with the iconic Merrythought wishbone
and the year 2021.
Hand stitched by a dedicated team of
20 in the firm’s 91 year old factory, it’s
a delicate 15 stage process that requires
the finest materials and skills.
The bear, of which only 250 will be
available, is priced at £185 and is
presented in a luxury gift box. Available
to buy at merrythought.co.uk
One lucky Mummy and Me reader has
the chance to win 1 of these limited
edition bears by visiting our website

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
and entering our draw online.
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Annabel Karmel’s
Encouraging children to take an active interest in
cooking and preparing meals is a great way to teach
them about a healthy lifestyle. But time spent in the
kitchen can also be a lesson in life skills. It’s easy to
incorporate science, spelling, fractions and even
languages into the mix. What’s more, they won’t even
realise they’re learning amongst all the tasty fun!

Kids In The Kitchen

Gingerbread Men

After a traumatic year of interrupted schooling, the
cancelling of fun-filled social activities and lack of quality
time spent with friends and loved ones, children need
some welcome relief from what has been a very difficult
year. Play offers the perfect answer – not only is it great
for helping kids have fun and relax but it offers the ideal
opportunity to catch up on lost learning in an enjoyable
and engaging way.
From early childhood active play toys, to arts & crafts
activities and maths and classroom guides, Edx
Education’s innovative toys and essential resources
provide children with a fun and engaging way to learn.
Play has endless opportunities to make learning
FUN! For more ideas and inspiration, including free
downloadable activities, visit Edx Education’s play
blog and so much more: edxeducation.com
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GINGERBREAD MEN

These Gingerbread Men biscuits are the
perfect recipe to ease your little helpers
into baking. They will love creating their
very own gingerbread men, and a perfect
treat for Santa on Christmas Eve.

Method
1. Preheat the oven to 180 C
(160 C Fan)/350 F/Gas Mark
4. Line two baking sheets with
non stick baking paper
2. Measure the butter and
sugar into a mixing bowl.

You can also teach some adding
and subtracting. For example,
explain, “If you have 2 cookies from
the batch you’ve made and then
give 2 to a friend how many of the
cookies do you both have (4/12).
How many are left?”
For more great tips visit
annabelkarmel.com/bringingclassroom-kitchen
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What’s more is that by keeping hydrated with
SodaStream, you can also teach your little ones
about taking care of the environment as each

WS

At the touch of a button, you can turn ordinary
tap water into refreshing sparkling water with
SodaStream, just like that. It’s so easy to use and
your children will love getting stuck in to make
their own sparkling drinks. Plus, with the selection
of SodaStream flavours available, the possibilities
are endless!

CT

Are you looking for a new and exciting way to
keep your kids entertained whilst quenching their
thirst? Or perhaps you’d like a treat for yourself?
Either way, SodaStream’s Spirit sparkling water
maker is here to save the day!
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WIN!

Counting out and weighing
ingredients will boost their
confidence and tasking them with
dividing muffin batter or cookie
dough mixture in equal dollops
between paper cases or trays
will teach them division. Start off
by halving the mixture and the
quartering and so on.

*

Ingredients
100 g softened butter
100 g dark brown sugar
50 g golden syrup
1 large egg
250 g self-raising flour
2 tsp ground ginger
1 tsp ground cinnamon
1/2 tsp nutmeg
1/2 tsp mixed spice
1/2 tsp baking powder
1/4 tsp salt
250 g fondant icing
3 tbsp water
a selection of Writing Icing
pens in various colours

Let’s be honest, maths isn’t always
everyone’s favourite. But how
about muffin maths or cookie
calculations? Now they’re suddenly
interested!

T ISSU
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Prep Time: 15 minutes
(1 hour chill time)
Bake Time: 15 to 18 minutes
Makes: 20 gingerbread men

EARLY YEARS
Whisk until light and fluffy
using an electric hand whisk.
Add the syrup and egg
and whisk again. Add the
remaining ingredients and
whisk until the mixture comes
together.
3. Lightly knead into a dough
and wrap in cling film. Chill in
the fridge for 1 hour until firm.
4. Flour a work surface. Roll
out the dough . Stamp out
men using a gingerbread
cutter.
5. Place on the baking sheets.
Bake for 15-18 minutes until
lightly golden and just firm in
the middle.Leave to cool.
6. To make white icing, whisk
the icing sugar and water
together in a bowl using a
hand held electric whisk until
smooth. Spoon the icing
into a piping bag with a
small hole and pipe designs
on the gingerbread men.
Alternatively you could use
Writing Icing pens to decorate
the cookies.

NE

GINGERBREAD MEN

machine saves thousands of single-use plastic
bottles from being used.
And when you’re finished with your SodaStream
gas cylinder, you can exchange it and save £10 on
a new one from the following retailers: Sainsbury’s,
Argos, Currys, Ryman, Robert Dyas, and Lakeland.
If your hands are tied with the kids, you can
also exchange with the SodaStream Sparkle
Saver’s Plan which gets gas delivered straight to
your door! Finding fun ways to stay hydrated is
refreshingly simple with SodaStream.
For your chance to win, visit

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk to enter
this and other competitions.

mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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PRIMARY YEARS

&Babies
The Lost Art

of Letter Writing.

How letters from her childhood inspired Kate Boyle
to bring back the magic of letter-writing for a new
generation (with the help of Banjo Robinson, a
globetrotting CAT!).

Words: Kate Boyle

W

hen I was a kid, my dad used
to send me beautiful letters. I
remember the feeling of the delicate
writing paper and thick brown envelopes the delight of seeing my full name written out
in his looping handwriting. A unique gift on
the doormat just for me.
Fast forward a few decades and I was working
in the film industry in Los Angeles, and using
every spare moment to write. My friends’
children back in the
UK were growing fast
and I didn’t want to
miss it, so I started
to correspond with
them. Receiving their
thoughtful responses
ignited a spark in me
which just wouldn’t
go away. I kept coming back to the joys of
proper, paper post- and the importance of
sharing stories. And so, Banjo Robinson
-global explorer, penpal and cat - was born!
As we speak, Banjo is travelling to exciting
destinations across the globe, sending
personalised letters and creative activities
to children (ages 5+), twice a month, from
everywhere he visits. Banjo brings the
world into our homes, nurturing young
imaginations and encouraging written
responses from his penpals.
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Banjo’s letters prompt written replies
which children are asked to leave
under their sofa for overnight collection by
‘Cat Mail’. Then you can supercharge the
magic by adding a personalised PS message
to the end of Banjo’s next letter - answering
any questions they may have or referencing
something they’ve done recently!
We know that reading with young children
can be transformative - allowing time for
reflection, helping them to express feelings
and increasing their vocabulary. Creative
writing too is amazing for developing selfesteem, empathy and communication skills.
My hope is that Banjo’s enthusiasm for
travel and his kindness and compassion will
be a little bit contagious and that kids will
find a pleasure and comfort in their penpal
which will stick with them for years to come.
I’ve still got the post which dad sent me and I
still believe there’s nothing quite as special as
a letter which has been written with love (and
nothing quite as magical as a globetrotting
cat).
As a special treat for the Mummy and Me
community, you can apply code MAM30 at
checkout today, and receive 30% off any of
our subscription bundles.

banjorobinson.com

Get your game on!

PRIMARY YEARS

This issue we introduce our new gaming column, bringing you all the news and
reviews from latest gaming releases.
Visit our website mummyandmemagazine.co.uk for more details.

The Addams Family:
Mansion Mayhem. Based
on the recent animated
movies from MGM ‘The
Addams Family’ and
‘The Addams Family 2’,
the iconic spooky family made their return to the
world of gaming with this 3D platform adventure.
With up to 4-player, choose your favourite Addams
to take on the adventure. Spooky level designs in
Story Mode as you explore and have fun in their
Mansion home. With the addition of competitive
mini-games such as: Eye Roller and Bomb
Cruise. “Really fun and entertaining. Not the
bright colours of other games, but that’s fitting
for the theme.” 8-year-old Bethany reviewing for
Mummy and Me.

Paw Patrol: The Movie - Adventure City
Calls. Play as your favourite pups including
Chase, Skye, Marshall, and new streetwise city
girl, Liberty – and use their unique abilities in
high-adrenaline rescue missions. Use next-level
gadgets and vehicles to explore all-new locations
from PAW Patrol: The Movie. You can play solo,
or in couch co-pup mode with a friend, in this
fun-for-all 3D platforming adventure. For age 3+
“Ryder tells you about the mission and which
pups he has chosen to do it. It’s really fun to
play.” 5-year-old Aimée reviewing
for Mummy and Me.

Become Peppa Pig’s newest friend as Outright
Games, the leading global publisher of
family friendly interactive entertainment, in
partnership with Hasbro have launched ‘My
Friend Peppa Pig’, available on Nintendo
Switch, PlayStation®, Xbox, Stadia and
PC. Based on the long-running smash hit
preschool series Peppa Pig, join Peppa and
your favourite characters in this brand new
interactive adventure where players create and
star in their own unique story. “My 4-year-old
daughter was totally absorbed in this game.
Being able to create her own character and
navigate her way around the familiar scenes
from the TV series was so exciting for her. I
would highly recommend this to any Peppa Pig
fan gamer!” Michelle, Mum of six.

PJ Masks Heroes of the Night,
the brand
new console game, featuring everyone’s favourite
pyjama wearing super heroes. Available on
Playstation 4, Nintendo Switch, Xbox One, PC and
Stadia. The game gives players the opportunity to
play as each of the PJ Masks as they fight crime
and take on iconic baddies from the hit-preschool
show. “The characters talk you through the game,
encouraging you to keep going, or telling you
when you’ve done something well. You get to use
the characters abilities and select what powers
to use when facing villains.” 7-year-old Faye
for Mummy and Me Magazine. Collect gems for
special rewards. This game is colourful, fun, and
sure to be a hit with your little one.
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DADDY & ME
WRITTEN BY REGULAR COLUMNIST NEIL SINCLAIR
A.K.A

MISSION 36:
MAKE THE PERFECT SNOWBALL
COMMANDO DAD BIO

Author Neil Sinclair is an ex-Royal Engineer Commando who served three tours in Norway, one in
Belize and six months in Iraq as part of Operation Desert Storm. But none of that prepared him for
the bomb that went off when his first child arrived. Ex-Commando now father of three and bestselling
parenting author lists Prince William, Prince Harry and Andy Murray among his followers and has been
a regular columnist in Mummy and Me Magazine since 2013.
MISSION BRIEF
Ground: any. The more space the better for
actual fighting, but make sure the area is clear of
civilians. We don’t want any collateral damage.
Situation: dense heavy snow.
Mission: to create snowballs.
Time: depends on the stash - at least 40 mins.
KIT LIST:
Snow.
Suitable togs for the cold: hats, gloves,
coats, boots. Layers are better than bulky items,
and waterproof trousers are better than jeans.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Use dense, heavy snow. Light powdery
snow won’t pack, whereas wet snow will be
slushy which means they will really compact
down to become hard and hurt when they hit.
2. Wear gloves, not mittens. You’ll need
finger dexterity to make - and accurately throw
- snowballs.
3. Make Snowballs. Put both gloved hands
into the snow and bring them together,
gathering a small mound. Scoop up the pile with
cupped hands, pressing hardly with the entire
hand; then continue to firm as you round it to a
nice, round, aerodynamic shape. This will ensure
it does not break mid-balling. (If you squeeze
alone in the initial structuring, the centre will
collapse and you’ll end up with two halves.) The
snowball is ready when you feel resistance.
3. Build an ammo pile. This is especially
useful if you are fighting from within your snow
fort (see Mission 34: Build a Snow Fort in Commando

You may want to engage in target
practice back at base camp before
any foray onto the battlefield.
Dad’s Book ‘Commando Dad Mission Adventure: Get
Active With Your Kids’ available from Amazon and an ideal
Christmas present). You can fire snowballs in rapid
succession at the enemy, while they are still trying to
make a single snowball to retaliate. Pitiful.
Note:
Obviously, you need to be a responsible adult when
it comes to the safety, health and well-being of both
yourself and your unit. And to live in the modern world
you will have to be grown-up in virtually all situations.
But not every situation. I am calling upon you to
recapture your inner adventurer. Because if you can
teach your troopers that life can be full of fun and
adventure - even as an adult - then you’ll not
only be entertaining them while building
a whole host of important skills
such as communication, creativity,
cooperation and teamwork, but
also giving the means to a more
fulfilling future. Because play and
adventure isn’t just for troopers
- it’s a key stress reliever and
bonding activity for adults too.

For other missions and information visit

commandodad.com
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Confidence
starts in the

water

That moment. When everything else melts away. And their
smile washes over you. That skin-to-skin contact. Nurturing,
bonding and developing in the warmth of the water.
Water confidence builds life confidence, for you and your
baby.
And who better to guide you than the best trained teachers
in the world?
When you’re ready, we’re ready.

01925 243643

waterbabies.co.uk

Classes held

Liverpool, Wigan,
Warrington, Widnes,
St Helens and
surrounding areas

